
 

 Digital Fairytales
Project Kit description
Two primary classes work together on turning a chosen fairytale into a PowerPoint
presentation. The PowerPoint presentation contains scanned pupils‘ pictures and a soundtrack
in both languages. The final presentation is then published on the Internet. To make the
experience more real, pupils also produce fairytale-related objects, present the fairytale on
stage and organise an exhibition about the project.

Objectives
- Pupils learn to work together on an ICT-based project with their counterparts from abroad

- Teachers learn to integrate ICT-based projects at primary level

- Parents get involved in making fairytale-related objects and preparing the play and
exhibition. 

Process
Getting started:

- Two classes from two different countries agree on a common fairytale;
- In each class, the children read and discuss the chosen fairytale in their mother tongue;
- The fairytale is divided into two parts and each class illustrates only one part of the fairytale;
- The pupils in each class establish the scenes to be illustrated and divide the work;
- Pupils use various techniques to design/draw the scenes.

Exchanging information and learning from each other:

- The pictures are photographed and scanned. Then, the classes exchange and print them.
They organise an exhibition in their schools;
- The digital pictures made by pupils in both classes are put together in a PowerPoint
presentation;
- Each class creates an audio track for the PowerPoint presentation version of the fairytale in
their mother tongue;
- Both classes listen to the fairytale in their partners' language and compare the two
languages. 

Evaluation
Outcome:

- The final PowerPoint presentation is published on the Internet (for example, on school
websites or in the public “TwinSpace”)

Follow-up
- More work on foreign languages can be done. Pupils may look for the same, similar or
different words. They may also compare the spoken and the written form of the fairytale;

- Partners decide on objects to produce. They should be related to the theme of the fairytale.
For example, if they decided to work on a gingerbread house story, they could try and make a
real gingerbread house;

- The fairytale is put on stage. The children perform it for their parents and other children from
the school;

- The project outcomes may be exhibited and presented to the local community;

- Every child gets a CD with the fairytale and pictures from the project;

Subjects
Art, Cross Curricular, Drama, Foreign Languages,
Informatics / ICT, Language and Literature, Music,
Primary School Subjects

Level
4-12

https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/index.htm


- The project outcomes are share with the press and at conferences for teachers.
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